Supremacy of Ethic: National Law, Customary Law and Islamic Law Collided
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Abstract—Indonesia is a Nation that embraces many different ethnic groups. Each of them has its own customary law, which has been implemented for centuries. Even though Indonesia is regulated by its rules of law, for the private matters, some customary laws and Islamic law are still applicable. Problems are arisen when rules regarding certain things in customary or Islamic laws and national law are conflicting. The solution is usually a traditional approach that put supremacy of national law. Many indigenous people who have bound by their customary law or Islamic law for decades, cannot easily accept enforcement of the national law. Therefore, positivistic approach per se will potentially create more problems. This paper will examine how ethics or morality may play important roles in determining what is the best solution that can maintain the balance of principle of legal certainty and principle of fairness.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many pluralistic communities in the world have implemented some different legal systems in their society. Indonesia is one of a good example of a pluralistic community. Indonesia, the country that will be used as an example of a country with pluralistic societies, is one of the largest and fastest developing countries in South-East Asia. It has a population of 250 million, with over 300 ethnicities and 700 languages [1]. All ethnic groups have their own customary laws. They also practice different religions. Acehnese, Sundanese, Minang are Moslem, while Balinese practices Hinduism and Manado is Christian. Other religion practiced by Indonesian are Buddhism and Taoism. For the religious law, the most prominent applicable religious law is sharia law, since on one hand Indonesia is the biggest Moslem population in the world, and on the other hand sharia law has the most applicable norms of conduct for its follower than other religions.

The most affected legal problems by customary law or religious law are in the field of family law, especially marital law and inheritance law. Based on the Marriage Act No. 1 year 1974, a marriage must be valid based on the parties’ religious law and has been registered at the registration offices (for Moslem is at Religious Court, while for non-Moslem is at Civil Registration Office. In this case, it is clear that religious law must be considered, in order to determine legal validity of a marriage.

In the law of inheritance, customary law and religious law are very relevant to be considered. Islamic inheritance law is the case that concerns us most here, especially as the tradition embodied in this religious law makes clear distinctions on the basis of sex. The same approach is also applied by many customary laws.

In the Civil Code, the inheritance law applies a gender-neutral inheritance system. This system has been challenged by certain traditions of inheritance that view difference in gender as a criterion for distributing the estate [2]. As an example, if a father was a Batak who applied Batak customary law using patrilineal approach, while his two children got married with people from different ethnic groups (as an example one daughter got married with an Ambonese Christian man, and a son got married with a Minang Moslem woman), then an issue regarding what is the applicable law to inherit family’s property becomes important. This issue is arisen since in Indonesia there is no legal unification in the succession law.

Furthermore, recognition of the rights of indigenous people (later it will be referred as MHA, or Masyarakat Hukum Adat. Those two terminologies are used for addressing the same meaning) is another problematic issue. Recently, many MHAs fight for their indigenous rights, especially related to land use and land tenure of MHA. National land certification program that uses a formal registration system has very different system than land tenure of ulayat land, which uses an intensive tenure from many generations as the proof of ulayat land tenure. As the implication, there are many different perceptions regarding land use rights from MHA and other parties than MHA such as government, private companies.

Those different systems of laws potentially create conflict of laws. As a pluralistic country, it is very important to find the best solution, in case those legal systems are inharmonious, or even in contrary one to another. Indonesia is a country that is bound by its rules of law. It means that hegemony of national law will be unavoidable. Nevertheless, there is possibility that application of national law to MHA or to a group of people from certain religion will create injustice. Therefore, legalistic approach per se will potentially create more problems. This paper will
II. RESEARCH FINDINGS & DISCUSSION

National Law, Adat Law and Islamic Law. National law in Indonesia can be defined as the law that had been issued and legalized by the official authority in Indonesia. If the legislation is covered at hierarchy of legal sources as it is arranged at article at article 7 paragraph (1) Law No 12 year 2011 regarding Lawmaking, hierarchy and format of legislation are divided into: a. Indonesian Constitution; b. Decree of People Consultative Assembly; c. Law or Act / Government Regulation in Lieu of Law, d. Government Decree; e. President Decree, f. Provincial Regional Decree, and g. District or City Level Regional Decree. This national law applies the philosophy of legal positivism. This Law indeed puts written regulation as the main legal source in Indonesian. Neither in that Law nor in other Laws, the status of adat law or sharia law as a legal source has been regulated.

Adat Law is another existing legal system in Indonesia. Adat law is a type of customary laws practiced by many MHA in Indonesia. This terminology had been introduced by Christian Snouck Hurgronje in his book De Aceher’s in 1894. He described the meaning of adat law as social control that had been equipped with sanction [3]. Based on this definition, it is clear that for people bound by its system, adat law has the same legal binding effect as written legal norms.

As the biggest Moslem country in the world, many Indonesian are obeyed to sharia law. The word of sharia literally means a road to the spring water, or a place passed by the river. In Quran it is defined as a road to a victory [4]. Sharia law is applied as a code of living that all Moslem should comply to, including prayers, fasting, donation for the poor, offering and Hajj pilgrimage. More specific ways of life related to criminal law (jinayat), transactional law (muamalat), family law (munakahat), inheritance law (fardahu) and law of war (jihad) are ruled in Quran. Sharia law aims to direct Moslems to perform every aspect of their lives according to God’s wishes.

Since those three legal systems are affecting the way of life of Indonesian, then it will be very important to understand how the application of those legal systems could create inharmonic result. It happens especially when one specific matter is regulated differently by each system. This following part will discuss how that contradiction can happen.

As it has been described previously, national law, sharia law and adat law have different legal systems. Therefore, collision between legal systems potentially may happen. This part will show some examples of collision among national law, adat law and sharia law.

Indonesia is the 5th most populous country in the world [5]. It is so reasonable if the government wants to control its population growth. Article 11 paragraph (2) of Government Decree No. 87 year 2014 regarding Population Growth and Family Development, Family Planned and Family Information System determines that birth control is one of some methods to control population quantity. Some scholars like Shaikh Muhammad Abu Zahrav have stated that the above verse also encompassed birth control. Children are indeed a great blessing from Allah and they should be viewed in this manner. Couples should not view ‘having children’ as being a burden upon them. Each child is born with his own sustenance and Allah uses his parents to reach this sustenance to Him. Just as Allah provides for the parents, so too, He will provide for the children. Hence, Islam has discouraged parents from ‘not wanting to have children’ on account of poverty [6]. This is indeed rather a contradiction with article 1 point 8 of Government Decree No, 87 year 2014, which indicates the aim of family planning program, i.e. to control child births, to manage between births period, to manage pregnancy, via promotion, protection and assistance in line with right to reproduction to achieve quality family. A quality family in Indonesia will not be accomplished when that family is in poverty.

We can also see a fit example to the legal collision between national law and adat law at Paduamaan and Sipituhuta vs Toba Pulp Lestari case in North Sumatra [7]. In this case TPL had been granted by the government a right to use the forest by Ministry of Forestry Decree No. 58 year 2011. In order to exercise this right, TPL cutted kemenyan tree (a raw material for making incense or aromatic stuffs), and planted eucalyptus tree. Based on the people’s tradition, Kemenyan tree has been considered as the sister of the people because they do believe that its rag is a symbol of tears of a woman who sacrificed herself and had changed into a kemenyan tree in order to eradicate poverty in that community.

Furthermore, they were also angry because when kemenyan tree disappeared, birds were also gone. Ete’s voices indicated the lunch time, while ernga’s voices indicated the late afternoon time. When those birds were gone, the people had lost track of time. They also lost many income, since their harvest from kemenyan tree decreased drastically. Because of those extreme changes in their tombak hamijon, the people called their indigenous land, conflicted with TPL occurred. The right of MHA to use their tombak hamijon had been suppressed by the government via Minister of Manpower and Transmigration Decree No 171/Men.2002 regarding Working Announcement for Reoperation of PT. TPL. Based on that decision, activity that had been suspended before 2002 had been reactivated in 2002. Since then, conflicts between people and TPL continuously happened. The people tried to stop the company’s activities, but since the company considered that the company had an operational permit to run the pulp industry in that area, they used police force to help them to safeguard the territory, which is considered as tombak hamijon by the community. Therefore, many indigenous leaders had been arrested by the police. It is still an unsettled conflict until recently.

The problem above shows very big gap between national law and adat law regarding land possession right. Legal protection for the right to possess customary land is getting
better since Constitutional Court Decision No. 35/PUU-X/2012. The Constitutional Court decided to cancel the original article 5 paragraph (1) Law No. 41 year 1999 concerning Forestry that previously covered all forest as the state forest and the new article exclude customary forest as part of the forest law. It means that as long as a community can prove that they have land possession, their right over the customary land will be recognized. Nevertheless, in order to have a land possession over customary land, based on article 4 of Minister of Interior Decree No. 52/2014 regarding Guidance to Recognize and to Protect MHA, requirements to make an indigenous people to be recognized as MHA are: they are existing MHA and must be identified as MHA, be verified and validated as MHA and be registered MHA. When a status of MHA has been granted to a certain community, then that community will possess the right of customary land (tanah ulayat).

That system creates more legal certainty to the rights of MHA. Nevertheless, there is a clash between national law and adat law regarding this issue and it will potentially create other legal problems:

The system had been created based on the national law system, in which an active registration system must be done by indigenous people, in order be recognized as a MHA. Such the system is not known by them and it is not familiar for MHA. As a traditional and communal community, they have never considered registration as a MHA is important for them. They just lived together from decades and for many generations, they had intensive connection with the land where they lived. They did not need any formal recognition, since their factual intensive engagement to the land is their way to claim their possession to the land. Nevertheless, as a legalistic institution, the government imposed a new recognition regime, which will make the MHA getting difficult to maintain their existence; many MHAs lived in remote areas, sometimes they were living in a jungle. Many of them were nomads. Without any intensive mitigation to help them, they will barely understand the active registration system imposed by national law. They will hardly anticipate this new system and be difficult to do something accordingly. Therefore, it would be very unfair if a MHA lost their land possession because of their insufficient understanding to the national law.

We face a long-lasting debate regarding what should be adopted as the applicable law, when there is collision between two legal systems. Speaking of legal positivism, it is usually taken that its basic tenet pursues the principle of legal certainty that showcased in a closed logical system of rules. The spirit that underlies the positivistic concept of law view is a sort of anti-natural law, thereby it separates the importance of morals and ethical judgment. Therefore, the resolution to the conflicting claim between the principle of legal certainty and fairness, especially in Indonesian judicial field, should be back to its cultural root. If the effort to go back to Indonesian’s cultural root fails, then Indonesia will fall into a declining comprehension of legal analysis and legal enforcement. It would bring Indonesia to either-or corrosive options: (a) either the process to comprehend legal analysis and legal enforcement does not achieve anything, since the principles of legal certainty and fairness were originated from Western cultural and political context (controversy over natural law tradition versus legal positivism); or (b) the process would, in the end, merely a contingent matter because it had always been up to the government political expediency; as an evaluation it can be said that it is necessary to approach the law from ethical judgments, not just from legal texts. Consideration must involve our communal culture, so that it would be bridge the gap between people’s sense of justice and state policies.

III. CONCLUSION

After identifying the positivistic conception of law in Indonesia plural-syncretic context, we found that it is necessary to evaluate it. We follow Dworkin’s theory of “law as integrity” to bring back the concept law to its cultural-moral roots. But how do we do that? Still following Dworkin, we could do that by interpreting the moral principles. Thus, the legal decisions is not only made according to the authoritative written legal sources (or to the instruction performed by the government). It should be justified by the underlying principles which reflect the real living values of plural community. That idea of interpretation, in fact, has already embodied in the so called Indonesia fundamental principles of nation and state, Pancasila. It is said embodied because Pancasila is a result of historical wisdom, from the Indonesia struggling for modern nation-state formation, to the emergence of democratization today.

A very suitable example of the application of morality in the legal interpretation can be seen in the Judges
The judges highlighted that the Law had been issued by the government in order to achieve prosperity in the community, which meant general prosperity, as it was specifically mentioned at fundamental principles of Indonesia, i.e. to accomplish social justice for all Indonesian people, all people who had gathered to become a one nation. The judges went back to the cultural root of the customary forest. They emphasized that the Law had been registered as a customary forest, the land to any third party. It will maximize ability of MHA to maintain their rights over customary forest.

The most important analysis goes to the argumentation of the Judges to rationalize that decision. In order to determine the best status of customary forest, the judges took the objective to regulate Forestry Law into consideration. They emphasized that the Law was meant to cover diversity of groups, ethnicities, religions, adat and custom, but they had been united to be bound as a nation, in order to establish a new independent country, to protect and to create their welfare.

Those arguments showed how the judges had applied legal interpretation using morals and ethics for taking the decision. This court decision is a perfect example of the application of “law as integrity” introduced by Dworkin.

It has already been universally acknowledged that the state has the legitimate power to regulate how acts that have a particular religious law [and also customary law] are to be carried out [11]. Consequently, the state may create a guidance to determine what law should be applied, if national law collides with adat law or sharia law. Nevertheless, since Indonesian people is a pluralistic community, so far legal unification to non – neutral matters, i.e. which are influenced by custom, tradition or religion, is not a good option. Therefore, it will be important to provide a guidance, which will create legal certainty on one hand, yet will safeguard fairness on the other hand. As it has been explored in the conclusion, application of “law as integrity”, which will be done by interpreting a legal provision using morals or ethics, or its cultural root will potentially create a better settlement than a positivistic approach. This legal interpretation will still rely on the content of the provision (in order to defend legal certainty), but the provision shall be interpreted using fundamental values that lay down behind the norm, in order to find the most justified meaning of that provision.